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Executive Summary
Brexit uncertainty weighs on sentiment as optimism hits nine-year low
Optimism regarding business
activity at Irish companies is now
the lowest since October 2010,
according to data from the latest
AIB Ireland Business Activity
Report.
Growth expectations among Irish firms
have been on a downward trend since
October 2018, with a net balance of just
+27% of surveyed businesses forecasting
business activity to be higher than current
levels in one year’s time, almost half that
seen in June 2018.
Fuelling the weaker forecasts for output
is lower confidence across a range of
categories. Sentiment regarding profits,
employment and capex expenditure is
lower than seen in June, with profitability
expectations the lowest in over eight
years.
Manufacturing sentiment around
output has weakened notably from
June, whereas optimism among service
providers is only slightly down on that
recorded in the previous survey.

The net balance of manufacturers
forecasting a rise in output in the coming
12 months is the lowest since the depths
of the global financial crisis in July 2009
at just +18% in October, weakening from
June’s figure of +28%.
The net balance among service providers,
meanwhile, is at +33% in October, down
from +35%.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that
Brexit-related uncertainty and any
changes to future trading relationships
with Ireland’s largest trading partner, the
UK, continue to weigh on sentiment.
Nonetheless, there are brightspots in the
latest data, with a higher net balance
of Irish companies forecasting greater
R&D spending, amid an increase in
sentiment at both manufacturers and
service providers. Meanwhile, inflationary
pressures look set to moderate.

Commenting on the latest results, Hilary Gormley, Head of Business Banking –
Corporate, Institutional & Business Banking said:
‘While still in positive territory the latest round of data gathered for the AIB Ireland
Business Activity Report shows a continued period of reduced optimism among
Irish businesses. It is clear that the ongoing uncertainty surrounding Brexit and its
broader potential impact on the Irish economy is dampening sentiment across
sectors with reduced optimism evidenced in many areas such as profitability,
future capital expenditure and costs. Positively, projected increase in R&D
spending across Irish manufacturing and services sectors is encouraging. R&D
investment is a catalyst for new growth and the willingness to invest shows the
resilience and forward planning of Irish firms to explore new products and markets
and insulate themselves from some of the direct threats of Brexit.’

Do you expect business activity to be higher, the same
or lower in one year’s time?
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Hiring and investment plans
Hiring and capex expectations tick down from June
Irish companies continue to
forecast increases in staffing
levels over the coming year,
according to October’s AIB
Business Activity Report.
That said, the net balance for
employment ticked down to +19% in
October, from +23% in June and below
the long-run series average.
At the sector level, extending the
trend from February 2017, service
providers are more optimistic regarding
employment than their manufacturing
counterparts. However, the overall
degree of hiring optimism among
services firms is less than seen in June
and the weakest since June 2012.

Moreover, surveyed firms comment
that a key headwind regarding
employment is Brexit uncertainty from
both themselves and their clients, as
neither feels confident to place orders
or expand capacity without greater
confidence in future trading conditions
with Ireland’s biggest external trading
partner, the UK.
In line with the drop in hiring intentions,
the net balance of Irish firms looking to
increase their capex spending is lower,
falling to +14% in October from June’s
+19%.
The entirety of the decline of capex
optimism can be attributed to weaker
sentiment among manufacturers, with
their net balance more than halving to
+10% in October from +22% in June.

Meanwhile, the net balance of
manufacturers forecasting a rise in
employment in one year’s time is the
same as in June at +16% in October.

Irish companies are more optimistic
regarding their Research &
Development spending than they were
in the summer.

The weakening of hiring confidence
reflects concerns from Irish firms across
many sectors over finding and retaining
skilled workers in addition to coping
with greater salary costs, according
to anecdotal evidence. A net balance
of +49% of surveyed firms expect an
increase in staffing bills in the coming
12 months.

The net balance of firms set to raise
R&D spending is up from +8% in June
to +9% in October.
The highest net balance of
manufacturers since June 2018 forecast
greater R&D expenditure, whilst
service providers see a slight pick-up in
sentiment.
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Planned
expansion in
employment

Oct ‘19

+19%
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Inflation and profit expectations
Optimism around profits lowest since June 2011
Amid a weakening of
sentiment for business activity,
employment and investment,
profit expectations at Irish
businesses have more than
halved over the past year.
Indeed, at +15% in October, the net
balance is the lowest in over eight years.
The downturn in profit expectations is
centred on manufacturers, a net balance
of just +11% of firms in October expect
an increase in profits over the coming
year, down from +17% in June and the
lowest reading since June 2011.
The net balance at service providers, on
the other hand, is unchanged from June
at +18% in October, but nonetheless is
at the joint-lowest in seven years.
Cost inflation, meanwhile, looks set
to remain relatively strong. However,
expectations for a rise in non-staff costs
are weaker for the third consecutive
survey, with latest data signalling the
lowest reading since October 2016.
The fall in the net balance is centred
on the manufacturing sector, with its
respective reading falling to +24% in
October from +31% in June, the lowest
since February 2016.

A similar net balance of service providers
in October, meanwhile, expect non-staff
costs to rise, with the respective net
balance only falling to +34% in October
from +36% in June.
Staff costs are set to increase strongly,
with a net balance of +49% of Irish firms
expecting greater wage bills over the
coming year. However, in line with nonstaff costs there has been a weakening
of expectations, with the net balance
falling to +49% in October from +56% in
June.
Again, there is a notable divergence at
the sector level, with the manufacturing
net balance falling sharply to +43%
in October from +57% in June, while
the net balance of service providers
expecting an increase is down only
slightly to +54% in October.
In line with the picture for costs, the
rate of output price inflation looks set
to ease. October’s output prices net
balance is at +25%, down from June’s
reading of +29% and the lowest since
June 2014. This represents a marked
turnaround from the record high seen
this time last year, with both monitored
sectors seeing net balances fall.
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Non-staff cost
inflation set to
slow

Oct ‘19

+30%
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Data
Composite net balances
Business
Activity

Employment

Capital
Expenditure

Research &
Development

Prices
Charged

Staff
Costs

Non-staff
Costs

Profits

50

38

29

25

n/a

36

n/a

31

Jun ‘18
Oct ‘18

53

39

34

25

n/a

38

n/a

32

40

33

28

13

n/a

44

n/a

37

Feb ‘19

35

17

18

11

7

29

55

35

Jun ‘19

32

18

23

17

8

29

56

36

Oct ‘19

27

15

19

17

9

25

49

34

Feb ‘18

Composite net balances are weighted averages of the manufacturing and services
net balances. The weights reflect the relative size of the manufacturing and services
sectors according to official data.

Services net balances

Manufacturing net balances
Feb ‘18

The survey uses percentage net balances to indicate the degree of optimism or
pessimism for each of the survey questions. These net balances vary between
-100 and 100, with a value above 0.0 signalling a positive outlook for the coming
12 months.
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Costs
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Comments from survey respondents
Opportunities
“Opening of new
export markets”
Food & Drink

“Application of new
technology”

“We’re going
to export more”

“Investment in innovation
will be critical”

Metals

Mechanical Engineering

Electrical

“Technology is improving our
ability to offer new services to
the market place”

“Investments in new
equipment for
better efficiency”

“Opportunity to grow
market share”

Financial Intermediation

Other Manufacturing

Chemicals & Plastics

“Industry consolidation”
Financial Intermediation

“Introduction of new products”
Mechanical Engineering

“Maximise growth
opportunities driven by
technological change”
Post & Telecommunication

“Growth in
Continental Europe”
Timber & Paper

“New promotions and
advertising”
Transport & Storage

“We are working on
increasing our
digital offerings”
Other Services
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“Potential boost to demand in
medium to long term if Brexit
results in greater share of FDI
to Ireland”
Post & Telecommunication

Comments from survey respondents
Threats
“Importing could suffer as a
result of Brexit”
Food & Drink

“Uncertainty over
Brexit”

“Staff shortages and
increased wages”
Metals

Textiles and Clothing

“Staffing levels may be hard to
manage as employment levels
remain high and available
pool becomes smaller”

“Economic uncertainty has
slowed or stopped our
customers’ investment”
Transport & Storage

“Brexit currently affecting
tourism and local economy”
Hotels & Restaurants

“Regulatory pressures leading
to higher input costs”

Electrical

Financial Intermediation

“Uncertainty about regulations
impacting our sector”
Chemicals and Plastics

“Finding talent to grow
the business is proving a
constraint”

Renting & Business Activities

“If Brexit happens without
a deal, Ireland is likely to
go into recession”

“Competition”
Transport

“Local government taxes
and regulations”
Timber & Paper

Other Services

“New solutions from
competitors”
Electrical
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About the AIB Business Activity Report
Methodology

About AIB

About IHS Markit

Contact

This report is designed to reveal how
confident Irish private sector businesses
feel about their prospects for the next
12 months.

AIB is a financial services group
operating predominantly in the
Republic of Ireland and the UK. We
provide a comprehensive range of
services to personal, business and
corporate customers in our target
markets and have leading market
shares in banking products in the
Republic of Ireland.

IHS Markit (NYSE: INFO) is a world
leader in critical information, analytics
and solutions for the major industries
and markets that drive economies
worldwide. The company delivers
next-generation information, analytics
and solutions to customers in business,
finance and government, improving
their operational efficiency and
providing deep insights that lead to
well-informed, confident decisions. IHS
Markit has more than 50,000 business
and government customers, including
80 percent of the Fortune Global
500 and the world’s leading financial
institutions.

AIB

IHS Markit is a registered trademark of
IHS Markit Ltd. and/or its affiliates. All
other company and product names
may be trademarks of their respective
owners © 2019 IHS Markit Ltd.
All rights reserved.

Elaine Dunne –
Manufacturing Sector Specialist
E: elaine.e.dunne@aib.ie
T: 087 700 5035
W: www.aib.ie/business

We take the pulse of 650
manufacturing and service sector
companies in Ireland on a tri-annual
basis. The samples are based on
respondents to AIB’s widely-watched
Ireland Purchasing Managers’ Index®
(PMI®) surveys.
The key global composite indices
include expectations for Business
Activity, Employment, Capital
Expenditure, Input Prices, Output Prices
and Profits.
These results are published as a
weighted ‘Composite’ Index (all
companies), as well as broken down by
sector (manufacturing and services).
The survey uses net balances to
indicate the degree of optimism or
pessimism for each of the survey
questions. These net balances vary
between -100 and 100, with a value
above 0.0 signalling a positive outlook
for the coming 12 months.

Ciaran Foley –
Services Sector Specialist:
E: ciaran.c.foley@aib.ie
T: 087 056 3880
W: www.aib.ie/business

IHS Markit
E: economics@ihsmarkit.com

The intellectual property rights to the AIB Ireland Business Activity Report provided herein are owned by or licensed to IHS Markit. Any unauthorised use,
including but not limited to copying, distributing, transmitting or otherwise of any data appearing is not permitted without IHS Markit’s prior consent. IHS Markit
shall not have any liability, duty or obligation for or relating to the content or information (“data”) contained herein, any errors, inaccuracies, omissions or delays
in the data, or for any actions taken in reliance thereon. In no event shall IHS Markit be liable for any special, incidental, or consequential damages, arising out
of the use of the data. Purchasing Managers’ Index® and PMI® are either registered trade marks of Markit Economics Limited or licensed to Markit Economics
Limited. IHS Markit is a registered trade mark of IHS Markit Ltd. and/or its affiliates.
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